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Experimental and theoretical investigation of the nonmodal growth
of steady streaks in a flat plate boundary layer
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An experimental and theoretical investigation aimed at describing the nonmodal growth of steady
and spanwise periodic streamwise streaks in a flat plate boundary layer is presented. Stable laminar
streaks are experimentally generated by means of a spanwise periodic array of small cylindrical
roughness elements fixed on the plate. The streamwise evolution of the streaks is measured and it
is proved that, except in a small region near the roughness elements, they obey the boundary layer
scalings. The maximum achievable amplitude is mainly determined by the relative height of the
roughness elements. Results are compared with numerical simulations of optimal and suboptimal
boundary layer streaks. The theory is able to elucidate some of the discrepancies recently noticed
between experimentally realizable nonmodal growth and optimal perturbation theory. The key factor
is found to be the wall normal location and the extension of the laminar standing streamwise
vortices inducing the streaks. The differences among previous experimental works can be explained
by different dominating streak generation mechanisms which can be linked to the geometry and to
the ratio between the roughness height and the boundary layer scale. ©2004 American Institute of
Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1773493]
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I. INTRODUCTION

The two-dimensional(2D) Blasius boundary layer deve
oping on a semi-infinite flat plate is known to be linea
unstable to exponentially growing waves in a range of R
nolds numbers and the least stable mode is called
Tollmien–Schlichting(TS) wave.1 TS waves modify the ba
sic flow and, when they exceed a critical amplitude of
order of 1% of the free stream velocityU`, they experienc
a secondary instability2 which finally leads to fast transitio
to turbulence. This transition scenario is well understoo
least in its initial part, and is often called theclassicaltran-
sition scenario. This scenario is, however, only obse
with low levels of external perturbations. It has been kno
for many years that the presence of free-stream turbulen
wall imperfections may lead to strong 3D modulations of
boundary layer and trigger early transition.3–5

A. Lift-up and streaky structures in 2D boundary
layers

Small amounts of streamwise vorticity are, indeed, v
effective in pushing low momentum fluid away from the w
and high momentum fluid towards the wall. This eventu
leads to large elongated spanwise modulations of the str
wise velocity field called streamwise streaks. This “lift
effect”6 is based on an inviscid mechanism but the effec
viscosity eventually dominates rendering the growth of

streaks only transient. Before their final viscous decay, how
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ever, the growth of the streaks may attain values of the o
of the Reynolds number.7 The potential of shear flows
exhibit such large transient growths is related to the
normal nature of the linear stability operator.8 The optima
perturbation, i.e., the perturbation leading to maximum t
sient growth, has been computed for a number of
bounded shear flows and found to consist of streamwise
tices, while the most amplified perturbation, optimally for
by these vortices, consists of streamwise streaks(for a re-
view the reader may refer to the book by Schmid
Henningson9). The appellation “transient growth” descen
from the temporal formulation of the problem where it
plies to the growth of low-streamwise–wave-number mo
In a spatial approach, a “similar” behavior is experience
low-frequency perturbations, consisting of an algeb
growth followed by a slow viscous exponential decay in
streamwise direction. In the nonparallel Blasius boun
layer the disturbance present at the leading edge that is
spatially amplified also consist of spanwise periodic stre
wise vortices. The most amplified perturbation consist
streamwise streaks with a spanwise scale of the order o
boundary layer thickness.10,11

An extensively studied case of streamwise streaks i
boundary layer developing in the presence of free st
turbulence. In early observations, Dryden12 and Taylor13 re-
ported that spanwise modulations of the boundary l
thickness are generated in the presence of free stream

-lence. These observations were confirmed and further de-
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tailed by, among others, Arnal and Juillen14 and Kendall5

who coined the term “Klebanoff mode” for the observed
turbances, referring to early observations by Klebano15

Streaks forced by free stream turbulence typically slowly
cillate in the boundary layer in a random way; their w
normal root mean square(rms) velocity profiles, howeve
were found to closely match the shape of the steady s
perturbation forced by optimal vortices.10 The occurrence o
bypass transition observed in the presence of free st
turbulence was therefore related to the stability propertie
boundary layers modulated by steady optimal streaks.

B. Influence of streaks on boundary layer stability

The stability properties of the streaky 3D boundary
ers may strongly differ from those of the Blasius 2D bou
ary layer and depend on the streak amplitude and shap

For streaks of sufficiently large amplitude the inflect
points, appearing in the 3D basic flow, are able to sup
high frequency secondary instabilities of inviscid nat
Anderssonet al.16 analyzed the linear inviscid stability of
family of streaky boundary layers parametrized by the
plitude of the linearly optimal vortices introduced at the le
ing edge of the flat plate. They found that the inflectio
instability sets in when the streak amplitude exceeds a
cal value of 26% ofU`.

The viscous stability of the same family of basic flo
considered by Ref. 16 has recently been explored in the
of moderate amplitudes of the streaks(,26% ofU`), which
are therefore stable to inviscid instability. It has b
found17–19that the streaks have a stabilizing effect on the
waves, as also observed experimentally by Boikoet al.20 in
the case of a boundary layer subject to free stream turbu
and unsteady streaks. It was therefore suggested to
cially force such moderate amplitude steady streaks in
Blasius boundary layer in order to delay the onset of
viscous instability, and consequently the transition to tu
lence to larger Reynolds numbers.

C. Experimental generation of steady streaks

The generation of steady vortices in the flat plate bo
ary layer has retained the attention of experimentalists
the early 1960s. Most of these investigations aimed at
lyzing the effect of streamwise streaks on the boundary
stability.

In the experiments of Tani and Komoda21 and
Komoda,22 small wings, located outside the boundary la
were used to generate steady streamwise vortices w
upon entering the boundary layer, led to the developme
steady spanwise periodic modulations of its thickness, i.
steady streamwise streaks. The circulation of the forced
tices was tuned by changing the incidence of the wi
Streamwise vortices may also be introduced by perturba
applied at the wall of the flat plate, for instance by span
periodic blowing and suction through wall slots(see, e.g
Kachanov and Tararykin23 among many others). Spanwise
periodic arrays of roughness elements have also been p

efficient to introduce steady streamwise vorticity in boundary
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layers. Roughness elements would probably be simpl
manufacture in case of industrial applications based o
generation of streaks.

Bakchinov et al.24 used a spanwise periodic array
roughness elements of rectangular section, placed at th
at some finite distance from the leading edge, to gen
large amplitude streaks. For low free stream velocitiessU`d,
the amplitude of the streaks was moderate and the st
were stable up to 20% ofU`. Far downstream of the roug
ness array these streaks were periodic, almost sinusoi
the spanwise direction, and with a wall normal perturba
profile reminiscent of the Klebanoff mode and of the opti
streak shape. Its maximum appeared ath,2d, where d
=Înx/U` is the local boundary layer reference scale at
streamwise stationx. The high speed streaks were locate
spanwise correspondence with the roughness elements,
the low speed streaks were observed to be located in c
spondence to the free space between the roughness ele

White25 investigated small amplitude(stable) steady
streaks generated by using a spanwise periodic arra
roughness elements of circular section and small height
maximum amplitude of the streaks was below 4% ofU`. The
far downstream shape of the streaks considered by Wh
also periodic in the spanwise direction and “nearly optim
in the wall normal direction with, again, a maximum atd.
However, in that experiment, the high speed streaks
found to correspond to the space between the roughne
ements while the low speed streaks are situated in corre
dence to the roughness elements. In Ref. 25 the stream
evolution of the streaks were carefully analyzed, sta
near the roughness array, and the results compared wi
characteristics of the numerical streaks arising when op
vortices are forced at the leading edge. White25 found tha
the experimental streaks differ from the optimal ones in
least, two important features:(a) the streamwise position
which the peak amplitude is attained is found to be fur
upstream of the value predicted by optimal theory;(b) the
wall normal position of the maximum perturbation veloc
of the streak is closer to the wall compared to the predic
by nonmodal growth theory.

D. Motivation of the present study

The initial motivation of the present study was to exp
mentally verify the stabilizing action of streamwise stre
on TS waves that was found by Cossu and Brandt17 for op-
timal streaks of moderate amplitudes(10–25% ofU`). The
results by Ref. 25 showed, however, that the streaks g
ated by roughness elements are likely to differ from opt
streaks in some important features. The present investig
is therefore aimed at studying, in detail, the evolution
streaks of amplitudes considerably larger than what was
lyzed in Ref. 25 and answer the following two relevant qu
tions.

(1) Do the suboptimal trends reported in Ref. 25 for
amplitude streaks apply also to larger amplitude streaks

(2) What are the main factors affecting the suboptima

of the experimental streaks?
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The answer to the first question is important becaus
generation process of the large amplitude streaks repor
Ref. 24 seems to differ from that of small amplitude stre
reported in Ref. 25.

It is necessary to answer the second question if
wants to compare the stability of experimental and nume
streaks. Understanding the reasons leading to suboptim
could both allow optimal streaks to be experimentally g
erated, and the experimental suboptimal streaks to be
merically reproduced. For instance, it is not evena priori
known if the experimentally generated streaks verify
boundary layer scalings away from the roughness elem
and in that case it would be inappropriate to compare t
with optimal streaks which are solutions of the bound
layer equations.

An experimental study was conducted and the re
were compared with numerical simulations of both opti
and suboptimal boundary layer streaks in order to answe
above questions. The article is organized as follows: In
II the experimental setting and the particular parameters
sen to generate the streaks are described. In Sec. III the
lution of the experimentally generated streaks is prese
and it is proven that they verify the boundary layer scal
except near the roughness elements. It is further che
whether nonlinear saturation effects are important at the
sidered amplitudes. In Sec. IV the main factors leadin
suboptimal behavior are numerically investigated and c
pared to the experimental findings. In Sec. V the results
discussed and the main findings are finally summarize
Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PARAMETERS

A. Test facility

The experiments were carried out at KTH Mechanic
the Minimum-Turbulence-Level(MTL ) wind tunnel, which
has a test section of 7 m in length, 0.8 m in height,
1.2 m in width. The maximum speed is 70 m/s. After
years in operation the flow quality of the MTL tunnel h
been reconfirmed and the results are collected in an int
technical report by Lindgren and Johansson.26 At 25 m/s the
streamwise turbulence intensity is less than 0.025% oU`

and both the cross flow turbulence intensities are less
0.035%. The tunnel is equipped with a heat exchanger i
return circuit just after the fan which is able to maintai

variation of the total pressure and the temperature below
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±0.06% and ±0.05°, respectively. Furthermore, for boun
layer measurements the tunnel is equipped with a com
controlled five degree of freedom traversing mechanism

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experimental s
with a 4.2 m long flat plate mounted horizontally in the
section. The plate is the same as described in Klingmaet
al.27 and has an asymmetric leading edge, in order get a
pressure gradient region without any suction peak at lea
edge region. Furthermore, a trailing edge flap is also us
order to regulate the stagnation streamline. The roof o
test section is adjustable making it possible to change
pressure gradient. A zero pressure gradient with aCp varia-
tion of less than ±0.01 was achieved for this setup. A C
sian coordinate system is introduced(cf. Fig. 1). The origin
is located on the centerline at the leading edge withx, y, and
z axis directed along the streamwise, wall normal, and s
wise direction, respectively.

B. Experimental setting

The streaky boundary layer was generated by mea
roughness elements made of brass, obtained by cutting
of a cylinder rod. Several preliminary tests were carried
in order to find the proper shape and dimension for the
ments to generate stable and high amplitude streaks. In
to simplify these experiments the roughness elements
positioned in the middle of the plate where the boun
layer is substantially thicker. To get a good spanwise ho
geneity nine elements were periodically pasted on the
surface. Relevant parameters in this study are: the bou
layer scaled corresponding toÎxn /U`, the height of th
roughness elementk, the cylinder diameterd, the spacin
between the elementsDz, and the distance from the lead
edge where the elements were locatedxk. In the present se
ting the fixed parameters arek=780mm, d=2 mm, Dz
=8 mm, andxk=40 mm (see Fig. 1 for an illustration of a
parameters).

A single hot-wire probe operating at constant temp
ture was used to measure the streamwise velocity comp
(here denotedu). The probe was built at KTH Mechanics a
was made of a 2.5mm platinum wire with a distance b
tween the prongs of approximately 0.5 mm. The calibra
function proposed by Johansson and Alfredsson28 was used
where an extra term is added to King’s law for the comp
sation of natural convection making it suitable for low sp

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimen
setup. k=780mm, d=2 mm, Dz
=8 mm, andxk=40 mm.
measurements. No temperature compensation is required due
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to the presence of the heat exchanger and temperature
trol system. The probe was operated at 50% overhea
was calibrated against a Prandtl tube in the free stream

C. Choice of parameters

Wind tunnel experiments were performed at differ
free stream velocities, viz. 5, 6, 7, and 8 m/s while kee
the same height, streamwise, and spanwise locations
diameter of the roughness elements. It should be ment
that throughout this paperd has been calculated asÎxn /U`.
Comparison with the integrated measured velocity profi
in the absence of roughness elements, resulted in a v
origin of the streamwise coordinate of approxima
−5.8 mm, independent of the free stream velocity, which
here been judged as small and has therefore not bee
counted for in the presented data. Changing the free s
velocity is one way of regulating the streak amplitude s
it influences the height to the boundary layer scale
sk/dd. A stronger spanwise modulation of the boundary la
flow is achieved with an increase of velocity and vice ve
When k/d or alternatively the roughness element Reyn
number Rek=usy=kdk/n becomes too large transition to t
bulence occur. The critical value of Rek for transition de
pends on the roughness element geometry and the flow
ity of the wind tunnel, i.e., the background disturbance l
and reported values are found in the range 300–1000(cf.
Klebanoff et al.29).

The selected spanwise distance between the roug
elementssDzd sets the generated spanwise scales. Howe
largeDz will induce an extra streak in between the roughn
elements and initially there will be a mismatch betweenDz
and the spanwise wavelength of the energy domina
mode. The dimensionless fundamental spanwise wave
ber is often defined asb=2pd /Dz. However,Dz does no
necessarily correspond to the dominating mode, w
makes the definition delicate since comparisons are
made with theb predicted by optimal perturbation theory
where the spanwise modulation of the base flow only
sists of one mode. For the present choice of paramete
dominating/fundamental spanwise wavelengthsl0d, as will
be shown, will correspond toDz for xù70 mm.

The Reynolds number based on the local Blasius s
sdd at xk sRed=U`d /nd is a relevant stability parameter, a
the critical value for amplifying TS waves is well known
be around 300. Numerous test measurements with the g
generate stable, high amplitude, and sinusoidal streaks,
made before the particular parameters given in the capti
Fig. 1 were chosen. The parameters effected by the chan
free stream velocity are summarized in Table I.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Perturbations induced by the roughness elements

1. Evolution in physical space

To follow the initial stage of the streak developme
results for the configuration withU`=7 m/s are first pre
sented. The stationary streamwise velocity perturbatio

shown in the cross-streamsy,zd plane at different streamwise
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stations in Fig. 2. The perturbation velocity is defined as
difference of the local velocityUsy,zd to the spanwise
averaged profileUsyd. Contours of constant streamwise
locity are also shown for comparison. Note that a regio
large velocity excess is formed further downstreamsx
ù70 mmd straight behind the cylinders, located atz=0 and
8 mm. The decay phase of the streaks is shown in the
tour plot 500 mm downstream of the leading edge. The s
wise profiles change into almost sinusoidal curves as
disturbance evolves downstream and the details of the
induced just behind the roughness elements are lost. A
served also in Ref. 25, a complicated disturbance is fou
the region closest to the roughness array, in which the
of each element is transformed into the periodic span

TABLE I. Summary of the experimental parameters.A* is the maximum
streak amplitude in percentage ofU`. d is evaluated at the position of t
roughness elementsx=xk.

U` (m/s) d (mm) k/d Rek Red b A* (%)

5 0.35 2.24 180 115 0.272 5.5

6 0.32 2.46 231 126 0.248 7.5

7 0.29 2.65 285 137 0.230 9.5

8 0.27 2.84 340 146 0.215 11.5

FIG. 2. Streamwise evolution of positive and negative streamwise ve
perturbations(solid and dashed lines, respectively). Dotted contour line
(0.1 U of increment) correspond to constant streamwise velocity.U
` `

=7 m/s.
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modulation of the streamwise velocity observed far
downstream. In the present experiments as well as in Re
standing cylinder roughness elements have been used,
ever, in the former case a high speed streak is formed str
behind the element(in agreement with Refs. 24 and 30) and
in the latter case a low speed streak is achieved(in agree
ment with Refs. 31 and 32). The explanation of the contr

FIG. 3. Disturbance profiles in the wall-normal direction for different do
stream locations.U`=7 m/s.
Downloaded 12 Apr 2007 to 129.104.38.6. Redistribution subject to AIP l
5
-
t

dictory observations is that there are different domina
generation mechanisms present(cf. Sec. V A for an exten
sion of the subject). However, both mechanisms give rise
an algebraic growth followed by a viscous decay of the
ergy with the downstream distance.

In Fig. 3 urms profiles, based on the spatialUszd distri-
bution, for three different downstream locations are c
pared. The positions arex=55, 70, and 200 mm correspon
ing to 51, 103, and 548 boundary layer scalesd downstream
of the elements. It is clear from the figure that the rough
elements induce a single peak in theurms profile, which is in
accordance with other experiments.24,30,34

2. Evolution of the spanwise harmonics

Normalized spanwise velocity profiles at the w
normal position of maximum perturbation are displaye
Fig. 4. Here, the evolution into an almost sinusoidal mo
lation of the base flow in the downstream direction is il
trated, and the higher harmonics induced straight behin
roughness elements become negligible. The power sp
density (PSD) of the considered profiles are also shown
Fig. 4. The dominating wavelength is dictated by the rou
ness array periodicity already atx.70 mm or beyond 10

FIG. 4. Streamwise evolution of th
mean spanwise velocity profile tak
at the wall-normal position corr
sponding to the disturbance peak.(a)
Spanwise velocity distribution norma
ized to ±1, and(b) spanwise powe
spectral density function. The norm
ization is such that*PSD correspond
to maxhPSDsu8dj for all x. U`

=7 m/s.
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boundary layer scales downstream of the elements.
tively small energy peaks at the higher harmonics of
fundamental wavelengthsl0=8 mm=Dzd can also be see
These harmonics reach their respectively energy maxim
stream the fundamental mode which is in concordance
theory and the results by Ref. 25. Note here that if the
figures in Fig. 4 were to be plotted with a linear scale, a
Ref. 25, the fundamental mode would appear clearly d
nating already fromx=70 mm.

In Fig. 5 the PSD distributions in the wall-normal dire
tion are shown for different modes. Figure 5(a) shows the
four modes with most energy content, which correspon
the wavelengthsl0=8 mm, l0/2, l0/4, andl0/5. The su
perposition of these four modes in Fig. 5(a) is able to repre
sent theurms profile (see Fig. 3) computed in physical spac
this is illustrated in Fig. 5(b), where the two profiles a
compared. Figure 5(c), displaying the evolution of the fun
damental mode in the downstream direction, shows tha
peak position moves away from the wall in terms ofy/d.
Finally, in Fig. 5(d) the fundamental mode is compared w
the urms profile at the samex position, namely,x=200 mm
and shows excellent agreement. This implies that the h
harmonics are negligible and that the nonlinear effects
weak. Generally, higher harmonics can be induced bot
nonlinearities and by the fact that the roughness elemen
not produce a purely sinusoidal disturbance. From the
lution of the spectra we can deduce that, in the present
the higher harmonics present are initially due to the gen

tion process while further downstream they are the result o
weak nonlinearities.
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3. Streamwise evolution of the streak amplitude

In this section, the downstream evolution of the stre
for the four cases analyzed, i.e.,U`=5, 6, 7, and 8 m/s,
considered. It is shown that, except the region just do
stream of the roughness, most of the perturbation energy
the fundamental harmonic and the streak amplitude
therefore be considered in the physical space. The s
amplitudeAST is defined as the wall-normal maximum of
peak-to-peak difference between the streamwise velocit
the low and high speed regions, i.e.,

AST = max
y

hUsydhigh − Usydlowj/2,

where Usydhigh and Usydlow are the velocity profiles in th
high and low speed regions, respectively.

The streamwise evolution of the amplitudeAST is dis-
played in Fig. 6(a). For the same experimental setup, st
ger streaks are induced by increasingU`. This is both due t
the increase of the cylinder height relative to the lo
boundary layer displacement thickness and to the incre
velocity impinging on the elements. Furthermore, it is
served that the location of maximum amplitude mo
downstream with increasingU`. In Fig. 6(b), the down
stream evolution of the wall-normal position of the ma
mum of the steady perturbation is shown for the four ca
The observed waviness of this wall-normal position is p
ably due to the lack of measurement points around the m
mum. Despite the fact that the values have been obtain

FIG. 5. Decomposed energy mo
profiles in the wall-normal directio
U`=7 m/s.(a) Power spectral densi
distributions for the fundamental(1)
mode l0=8 mm and higher harmo
ics; (2) l0/2, (3) l0/4, and(4) l0/5.
(b) Comparison between theurms

2 (Fig.
3) and the superposition of all fo
modes.(c) Fundamental mode for d
ferentx positions.(d) Comparison be
tween theurms

2 (Fig. 3) and the funda
mental mode.
ffitting a second order polynomial to the points around the
maximum, the evolution in the downstream direction appears
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slightly wavy, something that also can be observed in
25. The dotted line represents the theoretical value obt
for the optimal perturbation at the leading edge of the
plate y/d=2.2 (see Refs. 10 and 11). In all four cases th
position of maximum perturbation is seen to move upw
in the boundary layer which is in agreement with the exp
ments by White.25

B. Boundary layer scaling and linearity of the streaks

The data in Fig. 6 can be rescaled according to the u
boundary layer scaling to check whether the experimen
observed streaks also satisfy this scaling. This proper
based on the assumption of slow streamwise variation o
flow and it is therefore not valid in the vicinity of the roug
ness elements. However, the downstream evolution o
perturbations can still be described by the boundary l
equations. As shown in Refs. 10, 11, and 16, steady str
wise streaks obey the boundary layer approximation an
therefore Reynolds number independent. This results
scaling property that couples the spatial scales of the p
lem to the free stream velocity and viscosity, implying th
similar streak profile is obtained for every combination
xnb*2 /U`=constant, whereb* =2p /Dz. A universal strea
behavior can be retrieved if we chose a nondimensionx
coordinate defined asX=C ·xnb*2 /U`, where we selectC
such that atX=1 the spanwise wave number is the opti
one sbopt=0.45d predicted by theory.10,11 This x scaling can

FIG. 6. Streamwise evolution of the streaks:(a) Streak amplitudeAST vs
x smmd. (b) Wall-normal position of the maximum streak amplitude norm
ized with the local Blasius length scaled. The symbols(n), (h), (s), and
(,) correspond toU`=5, 6, 7, and 8 m/s, respectively.
also be interpreted asX=sb* d /boptd2, which clearly shows
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that the universal streak will only be observed if the rele
flow parameters remain constant when scaled withd, i.e., if
locally all the streaks have the sameb.

The result of applying this streamwise coordinateX to
the experimental data is shown in Fig. 7, where the s
amplitudeAST is normalized with its streamwise maximu
The collapse of the different curves is remarkable de
that the localb, at the position of the roughness eleme
slightly differs for the different realizations. It should also
noted that the four configurations considered in Fig. 6 d
in the value ofk/d, i.e., the relative height of the roughn
elements. In principle, this would break the suggested
ing property. However, it does not affect the curve colla
in the plot, where the amplitude of the streak is divided b
maximum value. Therefore, it may be inferred that the
rameter k/d mainly determines the maximum achieva
streak amplitude. The maximum amplitude is attained f
local b of about 0.45 in all cases and the evolution of
wall-normal position of the maximum perturbation is also
agreement among the different experimental configura
[Fig. 7(b)]. From the collapse of the curves it can also
concluded that the streaks behave linearly and that the
linear interactions are not strong enough to induce the
stream shift of the location of the maximum amplitude no
in the simulations in Ref. 16 for high-amplitude nonlinea
saturated streaks. Hence, the differences between op
perturbation and experimentally generated streaks cann
explained by nonlinearities, as expected by the results in
25 where the importance of nonlinear terms could be r

FIG. 7. Streamwise evolution of the streaks:(a) Streak amplitudeAST nor-
malized to unity vs the boundary layer streamwise coordinateX and the
local spanwise wave numberb=2pd /Dz. (b) Wall-normal position of th
maximum streak amplitude normalized with the local Blasius length scd.
Symbols are same as in Fig. 6.
out due to the small amplitudes of the experimental streaks.
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IV. SUBOPTIMALITY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
STREAKS

The streak amplitude curves in Fig. 6 show only a qu
tative agreement with the predictions from nonmodal gro
theory: the maxima occur farther upstream, thus at lo
local b than for the optimal disturbances, as observed al
Ref. 25, and the decay downstream of the maximum is fa
In order to understand the physical reason for the obse
differences, numerical simulations are performed on a si
theoretical model.

A. Numerical method

The numerical code used in Anderssonet al.10 was used
as a basis for the present simulations. That code was d
oped to study the evolution of perturbations elongated in
streamwise direction and it is therefore based on
boundary-layer approximation to the steady, linearized
compressible Navier–Stokes equations. The spanwise d
dence of such perturbations is assumed to be periodic an
only spanwise harmonic considered is the fundamental.

The optimal perturbations are obtained by an adjo
based optimization technique. As measure of the perturb
size the kinetic energy at a specific streamwise locatio
considered. The obtained optimal disturbance maximize
output disturbance energy at the final locationXf s=1d among
all possible inputs atX=X0 of fixed energy. The upstrea
optimal disturbance is computed by power iterations, ap
ing the direct and adjoint operators on the initial guess(for a
detailed description see Ref. 10).

The numerical scheme adopted to solve the boun
layer and the corresponding adjoint equations uses Ch
chev polynomials in the wall-normal direction and a fu
implicit finite difference scheme in the marching/streamw
direction. In particular, a second-order backward-differe
scheme is implemented, except for the first backward-E
step.

B. Influence of the streamwise position of the initial
perturbation

Since the perturbation is introduced by the rough
elements a certain distance downstream of the leading
the code used in Ref. 10 has been modified to optimiz
initial conditions at a generic streamwise stationX0 different
from the leading edge. The interested reader is referre
Levin and Henningson35 for a thorough account of the effe
of the initial positionX0 on the transient growth of streaks.
particular, these authors show that the optimal perturb
introduced at a certain position downstream of the lea
edge gives rise to a larger growth than the optimal pertu
tion at the leading edge.

The optimal perturbation for the experimental flow
rameters atU`=7 m/s, corresponding toX0=0.2611 and
b0=0.230, has been computed and is considered in this
tion. Figure 8 shows the comparison between the evolu
of the wall-normal maximum of the streamwise velocity p
turbation for the optimal perturbation at the leading edge
optimal perturbation at the actual location of the rough

element, and the measured data. Considering the numeric
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results, it can be seen that the growth is larger for the ca
initial optimal perturbation atX0=0.26, in agreement wi
the findings in Ref. 35. The discrepancies between ex
mental and theoretical results are qualitatively similar in
two cases, i.e., in the experiments the position of maxim
growth occurs slightly closer to the leading edge and
downstream decay is initially faster. The experimental
are normalized in the plot so as to emphasize that fa
downstreamsX.4d the decay rate becomes similar in
cases. It can therefore be concluded that the generatio
sition of the initial perturbation cannot alone explain the
served streak behavior.

C. Influence of the shape of the initial perturbation

The optimal perturbation atX0=0.2611 has zero strea
wise velocity and therefore it consists only of streamw
vorticity vx. The latter is shown by the solid line in Fig. 9
can be seen in the figure that the maximum ofvx is located
far up in the boundary layer, namely aty/d=3.55. It was
therefore decided to study the effect of changing the pos
of the initial streamwise vortices relative to the wall and

FIG. 8. Streamwise evolution of the wall-normal maximum of the stre
wise velocity perturbation of the optimal perturbations introduced a
leading edge(solid line) and at the actual position of the roughness elem
X0=0.2611 (dashed line). The open circles indicate the measured st
amplitudeAST, scaled to compare the final decay rates.

FIG. 9. Wall-normal distribution of the streamwise vorticity of optimal
turbance atX0=0.2611,b0=0.2299 (solid line). Suboptimal initial condi
tions obtained by stretching or compressing the optimal disturbance

alfactor c. Dashed line:c=1.2; dash-dotted line:c=0.7.
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verify if this could be the cause of the differences betw
experimental data and optimal perturbations. Sinceu=0,10,35

w may be derived directly fromv through the continuit
equation, and the wall-normal profile ofv or alternatively o
vx completely defines the optimal disturbance at the
stream positionX0. The wall-normal profiles of the subop
mal initial vortices considered below are also shown
comparison in Fig. 9. These different conditions are obta
simply by stretching or compressing the wall-normal ve
ity profile of the optimal upstream perturbation. T
amounts to multiply the wall-normal coordinatesyd pertain-
ing to the optimal perturbation by a factorc, so that the
position of the maximum is moved toy/d=3.55c.

It should be noted that this is the simplest approxima
among the many possible initial conditions, which can
used to represent the perturbation induced by a wall-mou
cylinder. In particular, considering the discussion below
the generation mechanism, the wall-normal vorticity ass
ated to the cylinder wake is not considered. Only the stre
wise vorticity of the standing vortex forming upstream of
obstacle is taken into account. However, as shown be
this approximation allows some essential features of
streak generation process to be captured.

The downstream evolution of the wall-normal maxim
of the streamwise velocity, corresponding to the same s
amplitude definition as in the experiments, is displaye
Fig. 10(a) for different values of the parameterc. The curve
pertaining to the optimal perturbation(optimal at X=1) is

FIG. 10. Streamwise evolution of the streak generated by initial cond
at X0=0.2611, b0=0.2299. (a) Streamwise velocity amplitude;(b) wall-
normal maximum of the wall-normal velocity amplitude; and(c) wall-
normal maximum of the streamwise velocity perturbation. Solid line:c=1
(optimal disturbance); dotted line:c=1.2; dashed line:c=0.8; dash-dotte
line: c=0.7.
indicated by the solid line. For values of the parameterc,1,
i.e., for initial streamwise vortices confined closer to the
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wall, lower amplification is obtained. Furthermore, the lo
tion of maximum amplitude is moving upstream and a fa
decay is observed downstream of the maximum. Thes
fects become even clearer for lower values ofc. Conversely
for c.1, i.e., for an initial vortex farther away from the wa
the location of the maximum growth moves downstre
The vortex needs a longer distance to diffuse into the g
ing boundary layer and to interact with the wall-normal sh
of the basic flow. It is also interesting to note that the p
value is slightly larger forc=1.2. Considering the ener
growth (not shown here), even larger differences are o
served among the different cases, all in the same trend s
by considering the streak amplitude. The maximum of
wall-normal velocityVST is displayed in Fig. 10(b), where
the logarithmic axis is chosen to emphasize the final d
rates. It is observed that the decay is exponential and th
increase in the parameterc, corresponding to the increase
the wall-normal scale of the upstream vortices, is assoc
with a decrease of the downstream decay of the pert
tions. This is in agreement with previous theoretical stu
on the evolution of free stream perturbations; the mode
the continuous spectrum of the linearized Navier–St
equations for a parallel boundary layer flow which show
lowest decay rate are in fact characterized by the la
wall-normal scales.36 Note that for low-frequency perturb
tions, the modes of the continuous spectrum are not
inside the boundary layer(see Hultgren and Gustavsso37

among others). The faster decay rate of the streamwise
tices can therefore explain both the reduced streak gr
and the faster final decay.

The wall-normal position of the maximum of the strea
wise velocity perturbation in Fig. 10(a) is shown in Fig
10(c). After an initial phase in which the position of t
maximum seems to be related to the location of the upst
vortices, the streak is slightly displaced away from the w
in agreement with the experimental data. It is also intere
to note in Fig. 10(a) that, proceeding further downstream,
decay rates of the streak amplitudes become much clo
each other. Furthermore, it is also possible to show tha
X.4 the wall-normal profiles of the perturbation velocitu
do not only have their maxima at the samey/d, as shown in
Fig. 10(c), but they also fall on top of each other. This is a
true for the optimal initial condition at the leading edge10,11if
the boundary layer equation are integrated down to valu
X.4. Hence, sufficiently downstream of the generation
tion, the shape of the streamwise velocity perturbation
comes independent of the initial vortices, while the am
tude is still affected by the optimality of the upstream in
The streaks can be considered as a “pseudomode” trig
in the boundary layer(see, e.g., Luchini11).

In Fig. 11 the best fit to the experimental data is sho
This is obtained for a value ofc=0.78, corresponding to th
location y/d=2.75 of the maximum of the streamwise v
ticity perturbation at the position of the roughness elem
This value is remarkably close to the height of the rough
elementk/d=2.65. In Fig. 11(a) the streak decay is we
captured while the position of maximum amplification

slightly upstream compared to the experiments. This discrep-
ancy is probably due to the more complicated perturbation
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pattern observed just downstream of the elements. R
(Fig. 4) the presence of significant energy in different sp
wise harmonics of the perturbation in the wake region c
to the cylinders. The downstream increase of the positio
maximum perturbation is also well predicted[see Fig. 11(b)].

Finally, the wall-normal distribution of the streamw
velocity perturbation at two different streamwise station
compared with the computations of suboptimal initial co
tion usingc=0.78 in Fig. 12. The experimental streak pro
is defined as the peak-to-peak difference in the high and
speed regions. The plot shows a good agreement wit
theoretical result.

From the results of this section it can be concluded
the distance to the wall and the extension of the fundam

FIG. 11. Comparison between the experimental results for allU` in Table I
and the best fitting toU`=7 m/s obtained using initial vortices confin
closer to the wallsc=0.78d. (a) Wall-normal maximum of the streak amp
tude.(b) Wall-normal position of the maximum perturbation.

FIG. 12. Wall-normal perturbation profiles atx=200 and 500 mm(or X

=1.31 and 3.26) corresponding to unfilled and filled symbols, respectively.
Dashed and solid lines are the corresponding theoretical profiles.
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vortices is an essential parameter for the generation of s
streaks. Vortices confined into the boundary layer ind
streaks, which grow less, reach their peak amplitude
stream, and decay faster if compared to the optimal pe
bation. Conversely, vortices displaced away from the
create streaks, which reach higher peak amplitude but a
sitions further downstream. This latter type of initial con
tion seems more difficult to achieve with wall-mounted
tuators. The factor which is able to explain the differe
between optimally growing perturbations and experimen
induced streaks has thus been identified, both in the pr
experiment and in the study of Ref. 25, in spite of the dif
ent configurations.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Vorticity generation mechanism on the roughness
elements

Comparison of the above results with similar experim
tal studies in the literature shows that different flow confi
rations can be induced by the presence of roughness
ments. They are all characterized by the formation
streamwise elongated velocity perturbations and differ in
relative position of the high and low speed streaks with
spect to the roughness elements. For instance, in the e
ments by Gasteret al.31 and related simulations by Joslin a
Grosch,32 Ref. 25, and Asaiet al.,38 a region of defect veloc
ity is formed straight behind the element. This is due to
presence of the wake, which persists downstream for
the low speed streak. Conversely, in the present experi
similarly to what was observed by Ref. 24 and Kenda30

after a complex region of growing and decaying mod
high speed region is induced behind the roughness ele

An explanation for this behavior can be found by c
sidering the perturbation induced by a roughness eleme
a wall-bounded shear flow.39–41The spanwise vorticity of th
incoming shear flow is wrapped around the front part of
obstacle forming a steady horseshoe-shaped vortex str
with the two streamwise legs pointing downstream. The
ticity associated with these two counterrotating stream
vortices is such that high speed fluid is pushed toward
wall in the region behind the obstacle and low speed flu
lifted on the outer sides.39,41The amount of vorticity conce
trated in the streamwise legs of the standing vortex dep
on the relative height of the element with respect the bo
ary layer thicknesssk/dd.

It must be pointed out that the experiments in Ref
show a more complicated flow pattern. Indeed, dependin
the top edge geometry of the elements and for sufficie
high values of Rek, a shedding of periodic hairpin vortic
may be present. The legs of each vortex consist of two c
terrotating streamwise vortices, which in this case incr
the defect velocity induced in the wake and generate
tively high levels of velocity fluctuations(larger than 5% o
U`). Nevertheless, the low level of the streamwise velo
fluctuations(less than 0.6% ofU`) and the absence of a

power spectra peak show that this phenomenon is not present
in the current experiment.
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It can be concluded that there is a competition betw
the perturbation induced by the vortex generated by th
coming vorticity upstream of the element and the w
downstream of it. In the present experiment the for
mechanism is most likely to dominate and a high spee
gion is located in correspondence with the roughness
ment. This can be inferred from Fig. 2(see also the sketch
Fig. 13): a region of defect velocity(wake) is induced jus
behind the elements,z=0 and 8 mm andx=55 mm.

The streamwise legs of the standing vortex canno
seen from the streamwise velocity contour plot but thei
fect seems evident further downstream. The two vor
push high-momentum fluid from the upper part of the bou
ary layer towards the wall in the region behind the rough
elements, so that the region of defect velocity presentx
=55 mm is first annihilated and then replaced by the
speed streak(x=70 and 100 mm). The two vortices lift up
low-momentum fluid on their sides; they start to interact w
the vortices induced by the neighboring cylinders alread
x=100 mm so as to induce a low speed region center
z=−4 and 4 mm, see plot atx=200 mm in Fig. 2 wher
well-formed streaks are shown. The same scenario ha
cently been put forward by Tumin and Reshotko42 in the
linear approximation. These authors show that the flow
hind a three-dimensional hump possesses a pair of st
wise vortices that bring down high speed fluid, whereas
streamwise velocity perturbation in the wake is nega
Downstream of the hump, the velocity perturbation chan
its sign due to the down-wash motion induced by the v
ces. They also note that after that point, the perturba
experiences the transient growth.

Conversely, in the experiments by Refs. 25, 31, and
any given element generates a wake associated with a
terrotating wall-normal vortex pair which decay downstre
In these cases, the streamwise vorticity of the vortex form
upstream of the obstacle is not able to overcome the d
velocity of the wake.

The studies mentioned above are all characterize
different configurations, both in terms of the shape of
roughness elements, the ratio between their spanwise
to their height, and the local Reynolds number. Howev
close examination seems to indicate that the ratiok/d is the
most relevant parameter: the wake mechanism is seen

FIG. 13. Schematic of the roughness elements disposition and conc
view of the streaks generation mechanism for the present case.
the most relevant for low values ofk/d, while the standing
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vortex is dominating for larger values ofk/d. Note also tha
if the latter mechanism is dominating, streaks of higher
plitude are induced.

Finally, it is interesting to note that, in the present c
the spanwise wavelength of the streaks is unambigu
determined by the distance between the roughness ele
(see Fig. 4). In Ref. 25 and in White and Ergin,43 on the
contrary, the spanwise dimension(i.e., the diameter) of the
roughness elements determines the dominating spa
scale of the disturbace downstream. In Ref. 25 the spaci
the roughness elements is 12.5 mm and the fundam
spanwise wavelength is half of this value, while in Ref.
similar cylindrical elements(diameter of 6.35 mm) are
placed 19 mm apart. In the latter case the most ene
wavelength is one third of the spacing. For both experim
tal configurations the dominating scale is about 6 mm
markably close to the spanwise width of the elements a
the width of the induced wake.

B. Effect of suboptimality for streaks induced by
free-stream turbulence

The behavior of the suboptimal initial conditions p
sented in Sec. IV C is also believed to be able to explain
differences observed between optimal perturbation th
and streaks induced by free stream turbulence. It is in
observed in Matsubara and Alfredsson44 that the streak
forced by free stream perturbations are characterized
spanwise wave number slightly larger than the one pred
by linear optimal perturbation theory.10,11 Fransson an
Alfredsson45 experimentally confirmed these results
showed that for increasing levels of free stream turbul
the experimental results approach the theoretical. The pr
results show that vortices extending further above the bo
ary layer than the optimal vortices reach their maximum
plitude further downstream and are therefore associat
larger values of the local wave numberb at the saturatio
stage. Assuming these higher vortices a better represen
of free stream turbulence, the narrower spanwise scale
served in the experimental studies mentioned above c
explained.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Steady, spanwise periodic streamwise streaks have
experimentally generated in a flat plate boundary layer u
a spanwise array of small roughness elements of cylind
section. All the streak growth curves are found to colla
when rescaled on the maximum streak amplitude and o
local spanwise wave number. The experimentally gene
streaks are hence found to satisfy the similarity prop
valid for perturbations obeying the boundary layer appr
mation. Moreover, it has previously been observed, see
25, that discrepancies exist between the streaks induc
an array of roughness elements and the optimal streaks
ticularly in the streamwise and wall-normal positions of
maximum streak amplitude. The same differences are
served for the large amplitude streaks generated in
present work. By comparing experimental data and num

al
cal simulations, it has been found that these discrepancies
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can be attributed to the streamwise vortices generated b
roughness elements: the latter are more confined into
boundary layer than the theoretically predicted optimal
tices. By considering suboptimal vortices, theoretical pre
tions and experimental streak amplitude curves are se
agree. In view of applications in the boundary layer tra
tion delay, as recently suggested in Ref. 17, it has also
shown that it is possible to experimentally generate str
of moderate amplitude, larger than those considered in
25, which are still stable to inflectional secondary instab
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